Indiatourism Kolkata, Ministry of Tourism, Government of India has celebrated ‘Ek Bharat Sresth Bharat’ on 25.06.2020 and 30.06.2020 through producing a short Video titled “Incredible Indians: Many Faces One India” on Indigenous Ethnic Communities of Odisha & Maharashtra and premiered it at the Facebook Page of Indiatourism Kolkata. Further it has been posted at our YouTube Channel; i.e. Indiatourism Kolkata.

While Celebrating Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat we came up with with our new series, "Incredible Indians - Many faces one India" where we will be discussing on the Ethnic communities of different states of India.

This video (one from the many more to come) is based on the Ethnic communities of Odisha discussed by Shri. Samik Ray (National Tourism Award winner for best guide in India).
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